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WHO ARE YOU REALLY?
“Evolution doesn’t mean the species gets better, it just means we become better adapted to our environment, sometimes at a great cost”

- Ruby Wax
SUPERHUMANS EXIST 
& SO DO THE CYBORG GAMES
China's Surveillance State Should Scare Everyone

The country is perfecting a vast network of digital espionage as a means of social control—with implications for democracies worldwide.
Implantable 3D-printed organs could be coming sooner than you think
Passwords can be stolen through our brainwaves, new study claims

The more connected you are the more vulnerable you become
Chinese City Wants To Launch Fake Moon To Illuminate It’s Streets
Virtual reality could transform pornography – but there are dangers
“Our investment in AI seems disproportionate to our investment in skilling humans in intentionally adapting to the scale of change”

- Penny Locaso
WTF ARE WE DOING?

Anxiety Crisis
Loneliness Rising
Distracted Generation
Digital Native Vs Immigrant
“We’re at a point where the desire for purposeful engagement is becoming a major issue”

- Klaus Schwab

Executive Chairman World Economic Forum
“We can reach singularity by 2045 but at the current pace of change won’t realise gender equality for another 200 years”

- Penny Locaso
WORK FACTS

• 15% say it’s easy to innovate at work

• 13% companies have an EVP differentiated by purpose

• 14% companies have wellbeing as a talent priority

Source: Mercer 2018 Global Talent Trends Study
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SINGULARITY INSIGHTS

→ Ethics: Who decides?
→ DATA is the new money
→ We do not judge AI equally
→ We need more crazy!

Source: World Economic Forum
WHAT DO THE FUTURE THINK?
IT’S TIME TO GET HUMAN
I’m afraid

Could we become subjects to AI?

How does our humanity impact our ability to thrive?

How do we amplify our humanity?

Source: Mercer 2018 Global Talent Trends Study
IT’S TIME TO BRING YOUR WHOLE SELF TO LIFE
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent, it is the one that is most adaptable to change”

- Charles Darwin
IAQ / SKILLS TO HUMANISE

- Curiosity
- Reflection
- Connection
- Self Accountability
- Focus
- Courage
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WHERE IS HAPPINESS FOUND?
POSITIVELY OCCUPIED
IN THE FUTURE...
“The next message you need is always right where you are”

- Ram Dass
WHERE TO FIND ME

- B.Kindred
- Penny Locaso
- BKindred.com.au
- Human First Podcast
- BKindred.com
- Penny.Locaso@BKindred.com
- WeRBKindred
Human First

with Penny Locaso

humanfirstpodcast.com
UPCOMING EVENTS

Busy = BS / SYD / Nov 7
ALONE IS NOT LONELY